
Training Content 
 
Content includes tools and agile practices such as

 › Continuous Integration und build automation
 › Implementation of effective unit tests
 › Test Driven Development
 › Clean Code, design principles and refactoring
 › Core practices for dealing with legacy code

We emphasize the importance of an agile mindset, as well 
as know-how and practices that improve both team collabo-
ration and understanding of the client ’s perspective. These 
include aspects such as

 › Collective Code Ownership
 › Pair Programming
 › Behaviour Driven Development
 › Acceptance Test Driven Development

The training leaves plenty of room for questions and prac-
tice-oriented discussions with a strong connection to the 
everyday life of development teams. 

Pricing 
 
The price of EUR 990,- excl. VAT for the 2-day training  
includes: 

 › Student handout and slide deck (printed hardcopy and PDF
 › Photolog of all content produced interactively during the 

training (flipcharts, pinboards, etc.) 
 › Source code of all hands-on coding sessions 
 › Two coffee breaks incl. snacks and 1 lunch per training day 

ICAgile Programming – Advanced 
Programming Techniques for Agile Teams
Continuous learning and the pursuit of technical excellence are essential factors for successful 
software development. In order to deliver high quality software despite fast-moving requirements, 
developers must master modern practices and tools. ICAgile Programming teaches the right skills and 
mindset in this hands-on training to be successful as part of an agile development team.

Benefits

Through specialised hands-on coding sessions, you rein-
force your knowledge of how to write code that can be easily 
extended and tested despite changing requirements. You 
implement unit tests that test the right code and are both 
fast and easy to maintain. Through successive modules and 
purposefully designed exercises, you will develop a high 
level of understanding for real-world problems and powerful 
solutions. You will acquire tools and practices with which you 
can prevent “integration hell” in teamwork and expand and 
improve existing code without fear of regression. In addition, 
you will learn new ways to create a common understanding of 
requirements between business and development. 
This ensures you will not only develop the right way, but also 
develop the right thing.  
 
Target Audience 
 
Software Developers, Software Test Automation Engineers, 
Software Architects

Prerequisites 

 › Programming skills: Java or C#, familiarity with an IDE of 
your choice

 › Basic knowledge of object-oriented programming and 
design (such as inheritance and polymorphism)

 › Knowledge of general software development concepts 
(such as version management)

 
Note: The course is only held in one of the available 
programming languages (see training schedule). 

Certificiation 
 
ICAgile Certified Professional: Agile Programming  

ICAgile Programming - Java, May 6-7, 2019, Vienna 
ICAgile Programming - C#, July 8-9, 2019, Vienna
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